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General comments:

This paper explores the impact of different land cover data sets on biogenic emissions and
its contribution to ozone and secondary organic aerosol in China with the Model of
Emissions of Gases and Aerosols from Nature (MEGAN) v2.1 employing a further
developed version of the Community Multiscale Air Quality Modelling System (CMAQ). For
that, a set of experiments with three different leaf area index (LAI) and plant functional
type (PFT) input were conducted to show the impact of the different input to BVOC
emissions, extreme ozone and SOA. The BVOC emissions estimated from all simulations
are within the reported range of literature values whereas, however, only the changes of
LC data lead to a significant impact on BVOC emissions and related air quality.

This investigation will be valuable, also on a global scale to assess further the uncertainty
of the input data to BVOC emissions and their products and finally improve the model
representation of air quality. Besides the following suggestions, I advise the authors to
improve the manuscript regarding the language and the structure, adapt the visualization
more to the analysis purpose and strengthen the conclusion.

Specific comments:

Abstract: In particular, the beginning is a bit unstructured. Some sentences don’t have
enough content to understand the link between different aspects see the following points.
If you structure it more following a red line it may also lead to more comprehension of the
text.



Time period of ‘greening impacts in China’? Which role does this play for BVOC
emissions? How does BVOCs act for O3 and SOA? Why are these important species to
study? – air quality/health impact. How is the BVOC estimation based on inventories,
and how does this link to satellites? If you want to mention the uncertainty of satellites
include a relative estimate.
A more general formulation of the results would make the abstract more appealing.
Also, including relative changes helps the reader to judge the impact order of your
changes.

Introduction: It’s confusing that some sentences are lacking scientific background and
with some you go in very detail as can be seen in the following points. In particular the
last paragraph could be more conclusive by linking the mentioned studies more together:

‘wide range of warming and cooling climate pollutants’ (l.39) is to unspecific. The
different radiative forcing/role in climate between aerosols and greenhouse gases like
O3 should be mentioned
(l.51) The role of emission and activity factors for BVOC emissions need to be explained
before. In general, I suggest to describe in short how BVOC emissions are calculated by
the model
(l. 69) which CTM was used in the cited study?
- (l. 71 f.) Why is the particular SOA concentration in Sichuan mentioned here? Is this a
high number?

Section 2: I suggest to re-structure this section (Model description: CMAQ, MEGAN, WARF;
Data description, experiments) to improve readability. Along this, I have some question:

(Line 100/101) According to which maps are the PFT classified?
(l.112) To which LAI maps does GLASS show better consistency?
140-153 belongs to ‘Model description’
150 f. Difficult sentence structure. Is MEIC based on EDGAR?
147: The chemistry does not impact the meteorology, right?

Section 3: The statistical analysis is useful, but in the later analysis I often miss the
conclusion/interpretation of the simulation results instead the authors often only describe
the figures. What can we learn from the data/results?

158: criteria -> uncertainty? How is the uncertainty calculated?
170/171: The day-to-day variability in Fig S2 are hard to see. Think about another
visualization when you want to show this.
172 f.: The MB and he GE of the T2 exceeds the 'benchmark', you have to explain this,
and why the model performance is still acceptable. Temperature is a crucial driver of



BVOC emissions.
179: What is your motivation to investigate both, MDA1O3 AND MDA8O3?
181: What are cut-off concentrations?
199: I wouldn’t say that air quality is not correlated to LAI input only because of this
result. Not only BVOC emissions rely on LAI input (also e.g. dry deposition)
214: definition or reference for LAIv=2
215: In which figure can this be seen?
220 and before: Are these findings in agreement with other studies?
221: seasonal variations are not easy to see in Fig. 3. I suggest to show/add the
annual cycle
224-226: the two sentences are contradicting.
225 ‘seasonal change trend’. What do you mean? You do not consider multiple years
228: Is this in agreement with other findings?
230/31: Are the different species emitted by different PFTs? (Could also be a reason for
the difference). What is the temperature coefficient?
233/234: Why have the monoterpenes only little sensitivity to LAI sensitivity
240 and before: I suggest to show the emission change per each PFT which would
make it easier to interpret and draw general conclusions
267: For which year did the studies, which are referred here, estimate the emissions?
Table 4: It would make more sense to compare the emission estimates from
approximately the same time period. Also, adding one more column in the table with
the average LAI value would improve the clarity or alternatively list the BVOC emission
estimates normalized by the LAI. Why is the estimate for 2018, which is quite close to
your study period, almost double?
Line 286: How do you estimate the BVOC emissions only formed from O3? (Information
could be added to the Methods section
6: The seasonal variation is hardly visible and might be better displayed by seasonal
cycles (with uncertainty bars)
327: Why don't you use the same unit as in the Fig. 7?
352/53: Do you want to say that changing the MEGAN inputs has a large impact on
isoprene emissions and since isoprene is the main contributor to BVOCs this also impact
BVOC emissions?
364: Why is summer BSOA in C1 2.5 times higher than in C4?
From Fig. 4 you found that BSOA changed for different LAI as well as for different PFT
inputs although the BVOC emissions (analyzed before) don’t change much with
different LAI. Why is that?

Conclusion: l.370: How do you judge that C4 was better for BVOC emissions? You haven't
done an evaluation of the BVOC emissions, or?

372: is this consistent with other studies?
380: name the concrete impact (e.g. relative changes)

 

Technical corrections:



Abstract: introduce abbreviations LAL and LC
49: as in PRD …
Grammar and tense issues: l.52/53: ‘quantifi(ed)/determine(d)’, l. 55 ‘affect(ing)’,
l.99&l.111 &l.145&l.122 ‘were’ -> are
104 ‘major(ity)’
Sentence in line 62 f. (‘Wang et al. (2018a) misses one verb
Sentence in l. 71 has a complicated sentence structure, integrate the last part in the
main sentence
-(l.100) ‘of each LC type […] and [this]’
158 ‘based on five different cases’ -> with 5 different sets of LC input data for MEGAN
Footnote in Table S3 not found, in caption: ‘ The values are bolded without meeting the
benchmarks’ -> ‘The values without meeting the benchmarks are bolded’
S3: scale could be improved
Table S5: units are not given in the caption, information on benchmarks in the table,
distinction between MDO3 and MDA8 could be clearer
252: are occurred -> occur
260: shouldn’t be the sentence refer to Fig. S4 ?
344/45: the plots from the three different species are hard to compare since they have
different scales
347: Reformulate
350: attribute -> be attributed
355: delete ‘amount of’
359: ‘temporal trend’ -> seasonal cycle ?
369: sometimes you mean both LAI and PFT when you write LC datasets
374-76: More comprehensive formulation needed for the conclusion
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